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Interested in running

The Golden Fleece?
This is a great opportunity to take on a popular and wellestablished pub business in the heart of Stamford. Recently
refurbished the pub has an excellent reputation for its
homemade food, quality drinks and is the go to place for
great entertainment which includes live bands, karaoke, BT
Sports and a pub quiz!
For more information,
All Everards pubs are run as
give us a call:
independent businesses. It
0116 201 4260
doesn’t matter if you have loads
of experience or none at all; it’s
everards.co.uk
about being a people person,
with a good head for business.

Editor’s Ramblings
I don’t always agree with Roger Protz
(I’m only jealous because he gets paid
for writing about beer and I don’t) but
for the most part his articles are worth
reading. In June’s edition of What’s
Brewing, for example, he rightly
bemoans the sidelining of the term
“bitter” in favour of the supposedly
more PC “amber”. But further to this, one of the few
minuses of the wide choice of ales available these days
is the virtual disappearance of the expressions “A pint
of bitter, please” or “A pint of mild, please”. When did
you last hear a customer say either? They have become
a distant memory, like “Last orders please” and “Time,
ladeez gemmun please!”
It’s to be hoped that the monsoon season during June
LQLV¼\ IٺMK\ \ZILM \WW U]KP ,MTQ^MZQVO *)-  WV I
Tuesday evening, two of four Stamford town centre pubs
(i.e. no car park) I visited had no punters in at all around
the mid-evening mark. In contrast the sun blazed down
WV UM I\ \PM RWQV\ 7XMV ,Ia QV ?WWL[\WV I[ JI[SQVO
drinkers enjoyed the wares of Mile Tree, Xtreme and

Iceni. In fact all cask ale ran out and, if my information is
correct, all available bottled ale met the same fate! Never
underestimate the capacity of the Peterborough Branch
area public for enjoying themselves and their ale on a
sunny afternoon……
The Peterborough Beer Festival is upon us again and is the
culmination of a year’s hard work by the organisers. Mike
Lane was keen to impress on me recently that he prefers to
be known as one of a number of organisers, rather than
the Festival Organiser. He’s right, of course – it’s very
U]KPI\MIUMٺWZ\
,WV¼\NWZOM\\PI\\PM.M[\Q^IT¼[LM[QOVI\MLKPIZQ\aQ[WVKM
again, the RNLI – so you know what to do with your spare
change.
-VRWa \PM .M[\Q^IT · IVL XTMI[M ZMUMUJMZ \W MI\  )TM Q[
important, but so is food.
Good luck!
Al
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THE
ADDISON
ARMS
G L AT TO N

The village of Glatton’s Addison Arms is a traditional country pub serving great food, real ale, fine
wine and scrumptous homemade desserts.
Food at the Addison is second to none, prepared with the utmost care and attention to detail. The
chefs source the best quality seasonal produce so it’s no surprise that the menu showcases a wide
range of enticing dishes.
The Addison has become a Sunday lunch destination, with tables booked weeks in advance.
They offer at least three different locally sourced meals, a wide variety of vegetables
and desserts, and also cater juniors and smaller appetites.

FULLY ENCLOSED
CHILD-FRIENDLY GARDEN
WITH PLAY EQUIPMENT TO KEEP LITTLE
ONES AMUSED

BAR
MO
M
MONDAY
O
N
Noon-3pm & 6pm-11pm
TUESDAY - SUNDAY Noon-11pm
FOOD
TUESDAY - SATURDAY Noon-3pm &
6pm-9pm
SUNDAY Noon-3pm
T 01487 830410

Glatton, PE28 5RZ
E contact@addison-arms.co.uk

W www.addison-arms.co.uk

£10

DRINKS

free entry to all events

OFFER a£3
pint
MONTHLY SPECIALS

JUNE

Burger only

JULY

*not valid with any other offer.

SUMMER
IC
S
U
M
M SUNDAYS
LIVE FROM 3P EVERY WEEK UNTIL SEPTEMBER

FREE
ENTRY

FOR FULL LISTINGS
PLEASE VISIT OUR
WEBSITE FOR DETAILS

01733 315700 charters-bar.com Town Bridge, Peterborough PE1 1FP
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Chairman’s Corner
?MTKWUM \W *MMZ .M[\Q^IT ! MLQ\QWV
WN \PM8M\MZJWZW]OP,Q[\ZQK\+)5:)
VM_[TM\\MZ ¹*MMZ )ZW]VL »-ZMº  .QZ[\
of all, I would also like to wish all
our visitors to the Peterborough Beer
Festival a warm welcome. The Festival
is the highlight of the branch’s calendar,
showcasing products from some of the
best breweries and cider makers in the country. Thanks
in advance go to all the volunteers who will work at the
festival this year and we ask all those interested to sign up
via our new website:
www.peterborough.camra.org.uk
I must congratulate the Frothblowers for winning the
Cambridgeshire Pub of the Year!! It is a while since a
branch pub has won this award although we have been
close on a number of occasions. I must also thank this
and the other active pubs and clubs promoting CAMRA’s
values in the area. It seems every week there is another beer
or cider festival available, showcasing beers usually from
our local breweries. Carry on the good work, and you will
see me there…. quite often.
Once again, I have dragged myself out of Peterborough
\W[MM_PI\[WUMWN W]ZZ]ZITX]J[PI^M\WWٺMZ\PQ[\QUM
visiting the branch’s most southerly pub, the Wheatsheaf

in Titchmarsh, now run by former Licence holder for the
Peterborough Beer Festival, Stuart Wright. He has worked
his magic, turning what was a closed pub two years ago
into a thriving village local. With assistance from his local
drinkers, the real ale range has increased to four, all kept
in excellent condition. To be fair all other pubs I have tried
in our branch’s part of rural Northamptonshire sell good
quality real ale and really need our support. The branch
will be visiting many of these pubs as part of our social
events later in the year so please sign up or try them by
other means.

Matt Mace
Chair

Are you missing out?
/M\*MMZ)ZW]VL-ZMLMTQ^MZML\WaW]ZLWWZ .WZIaMIZ
Q[[]M[[MVL NWZ[MKWVLKTI[[WZNWZ[\+TI[[WZ
multiples thereof for multiple years.
Please send a cheque/PO payable to
Peterborough CAMRA and your address to:
,IZaT4QVO!4QLOI\M+TW[M8M\MZJWZW]OP8-B)

PETERBOROUGH BEER FESTIVAL
BREWING COMPETITION
The Peterborough Beer Festival Brewing Competition
(PBFBC for short!) returned for another successful event
this year.
1VI[TQOP\TaLQٺMZMV\NWZUI\\W \PMZM_MZMWVTa\_W
categories this year: Under 4% and Over 4%, with plenty
of brewers entering both classes. Competitors were invited
to produce a litre of beer to be judged in one of the ABV
categories.
The prize for each winning brewer is to spend a day with
ITWKITJZM_MZa\WXZWL]KMIÅZSQVWN \PMQZJMMZ\WJMX]\
on the Singles Bar at this year’s PBF. Again, the standard
of beer entered was extremely high, with only a few points
separating the top few places.
Visit our website for up-to-date news: www.real-ale.org.uk

The winners were:
Under 4%: Andy Donovan, with his beer “A New
-VOTIVLº! <WJMJZM_ML_Q\P@\ZMUM)TM[
Over 4%: Toby Mears_Q\PPQ[JMMZ¹+/ º <W
be brewed with Nobby’s Brewery of Thrapston.
Thanks are due to Tom at the Bumble Inn, who allowed
us to take over his place for the judging – and to the local
JMMZM`XMZ\[_PW[IKZQÅKML\PMQZ\QUM\WR]LOMWVKMIOIQV
<PM8*.*+_QTTZM\]ZVQV_Q\PIVM_\_Q[\3MMXIV
eye out folks!
Hoppy brewing….
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Pub News
No doubt a lot of the beer talk this time of year will
be about the Beer Festival, so I’ll make this plea to all
ale fans not to ignore our pubs, where, after all, they
are the only places where Real Ale can be enjoyed
NWZ\PMW\PMZ_MMS[WN \PMaMIZ<WPMTXKPWW[MI
good place for a tipple, I’ve included some excellent
foodie pubs out in the scenic local countryside, and,
for those who enjoy pushing the boundaries, we
[\WXXMLWٺI\\PM_M[\MZVM`\ZMUQ\QM[WN W]Z*ZIVKP
on the outskirts of Corby. We also have a look at
some of the pub options around the Ortons.

/WWL6M_[QV=ٻVO\WV
It’s been there forever, The Bertie Arms, tucked
neatly away on the “S-Bend” towards the eastern
end of the village, and up to recently it has struggled
to live up to its setting. All that has changed in the
last couple of years since locals Katie and James
/MVM^MZ JW]OP\ Q\ IZW]VL -I[\MZ  3I\QM
previously worked at The Tobie Norris and The
Periwig in Stamford, as well as Smiths of Bourne,
and it is obvious that the successful high-quality
approach of these pubs has been instrumental in
the new look interior design of the Bertie. Inside
the major structural changes are minimal, but
thankfully it has returned to a two-room layout after
the previous owner had mothballed the right-hand
room. Now, with it back in operation as a dining
room, the old bar is predominantly for drinkers,
although meals are served here at busy times.
However, food reservations are only taken for the
dining room.

Importantly, the beer options have been much
improved. There are now four handpumps, with
three reserved for Timothy Taylor’s Landlord,
;PIZX¼[ ,WWU *IZ IVL IV WٺMZQVO NZWU 7ISPIU
6
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(JHB was on when I visited). The fourth pump hosts
guests, typically from local breweries, and the pump
clip proudly proclaimed Brewster’s Marquis. I am
pleased to say that both the Marquis and the JHB
were very drinkable.
This summer, having completed the interior, Katie’s
focus has been on the outside, where the original
layout of the patio garden is being recreated, and,
as with the interior, all the work looks to be of the
highest quality. Another appeal of the outside patio
is the resident “Bertie’s Street Food” trailer, where
snacks can be enjoyed throughout the summer.
The pub has become a hub for the local community,
providing a venue for the Knit and Natter group,
a meeting space for The Village Midwives antenatal group, and, probably more in keeping with a
\ZILQ\QWVIT^QTTIOMX]JIXTIKMNWZ=ٻVO\WV+ZQKSM\
Club to celebrate victory. To cap it all, there is now
I,IZ\[<MIUI[_MTT
Finally, my last word on this welcome addition to
the Real Ale scene is that Katie told me that those
in the know should pronounce it “Bartie” not
“Bertie”, apparently that was the way the family
name was pronounced when it was built back in the
seventeenth century.

More North of Peterborough

The villages north of the city house some of the
most pleasant country pubs in our branch, and
VW\\WWNIZNZWU=ٻVO\WVQLMITTaJaJQSM Q[The
Hare & Hounds in the village of Greatford, where
experienced local landlord Steve Rigby has made
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I OZMI\ KWUUQ\UMV\ \W :MIT )TM ÅVLQVO ZWWU WV
the bar for eight handpumps, with a good mix of
national and local breweries, plus Old Rosie cider.
I usually take the beer brewed nearest to the pub,
however, the presence of Theakston’s Old Peculier
persuaded me to break this rule, and I was rewarded
_Q\P^MZaXTMI[IV\XQV\WN \PQ[ZIZM\WÅVLITM
The pub has been in Steve’s hands for eight years,
and he has created a great village pub that does food,
rather than a restaurant that sidelines in beer. There
is a central bar area for drinkers, with sections either
side where good value food can be enjoyed. The pub
hosts a quiz on alternate Thursdays, where a RollOver Jackpot can tempt many people to the pub to
enjoy a beer. Another pull is the weekday “Happy
0W]Zº_PMVITTLZI]OP\JMMZ[PI^MXWٺJM\_MMV
"XUIVL"XU1KIVWVTaI[[]UM\PQ[0IXXa
0W]ZWٺMZQVOQ[;\M^M¼[_IaWN ZMXMV\QVONWZPQ[[QV[
in his past life, when, as an employee of GrandMet,
he was responsible for introducing Foster’s Lager to
the UK.
On the road back to Peterborough there are two
UWZM X]J[ R][\ W\ ٺPM ZW]\M \PI\ _M PI^M ^Q[Q\ML
for a bite to eat. The Blue Bell at Helpston is,
once again, a very safe bet after a few years of
inconsistency. This is another pub that balances
food and beer very well. A central bar area caters for
locals and visiting drinkers, while a separate section
to the side is laid out for casual diners, and more
formal dining can be enjoyed in the separate dining
area ; this was ideally suited for a family meal with
my mother who is in a wheelchair.
6MIZJa _M ÅVL The Golden Pheasant -\\WV
which has had a complete makeover of late. The
multi-room layout remains, but the main bar has
been opened up by a relocation of the bar counter.
Here the tables can be used for either eating in groups
or just gathering for a drink. The beer options were
Castle Rock Harvest Pale, Fuller’s London Pride &
Timothy Taylor’s Landlord. The pub specialises in
events, and no doubt it will be popular during the
summer wedding season, especially for Real Ale fans
who are sometimes overlooked when weddings are
planned. For regular pub goers, there are quiz nights
on the third Tuesday of each month, and a Vinyl
Night on the last Friday of the month with a focus
on Motown, Soul & Jazz Funk.
8
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Steve at The Hare and Hounds had given me an
aerial photograph of the recently reopened Black
Horse at Baston - he previously owned the pub
before selling it on some years back. It subsequently
became The Baskervilles, but after a short period
of closure it has reopened and reverted to its
WZQOQVIT VIUM ,QTQOMV\Ta UISQVO I ^Q[Q\ \W LMTQ^MZ
the photograph gave me the opportunity to meet
Alan Spratley, one of the new owners along with his
business partner, Richard Fox. The pub, at the far
MVL WN  \PM ^QTTIOM \W \PM ) PI[ JMMV [M\ ]X \W
cater for events as well as serving as a comfortable
drinking lounge and dining section. For events the
pub has a good size function area, which backs onto
the large garden. The four beers on handpump were
)LVIU[ *ZWIL[QLM .]TTMZ¼[ 4WVLWV 8ZQLM ,WWU
Bar and Timmy Taylor’s Landlord. The lounge area
features a couple of pairs of wingback chairs, a very
comfortable way to enjoy a pint.

If experience has anything to do with it, the Black
Horse will be a success as Alan and Richard have
been running The Stage QV 5IZSM\ ,MMXQVO
NWZ \PM TI[\  aMIZ[ 8ZQUML _Q\P \PQ[ VM_[ _M
[\WXXML W ٺNWZ WVM \PMZM WV \PM _Ia PWUM <PM
X]J PI[ KPIVOML Q\[ QUIOM I TQ\\TM WN  TI\M WٺMZQVO
entertainment geared towards the slightly older
crowd, with a good beer range, which featured beers
from Fuller’s, Cameron’s and Butcombe, along with
7ISPIU20*,WWU*IZIVLIOIQV<QUUa<IaTWZ¼[
Landlord, on our visit. Should the big screen TV be
on in the bar, there are a couple of separate rooms
for eating or enjoying a quiet drink.
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Around the Ortons
I had the chance to check out some of the pubs a bit
further out of town, in and around the Ortons. My
ÅZ[\ [\WX _I[ <PM ,ZIOWVÆa J]QT\ IZW]VL ! 
by the now defunct Tolly Cobbold brewery from
Ipswich. It is a sign of the times that when it opened,
this was the only outlet in the city for their beers,
and it soon made its mark in the Good Beer Guide.
The intervening years haven’t been the kindest to
either the pub or the brewery, but the good news
is that money is being spent and, by the time this
issue is out, a three-week refurbishment should
have been completed. The back bar and dividing
wall are being removed to create one large openplan area with the addition of a few more TVs to
show sports and other events. A new kitchen is being
built, and an accessible toilet is to be added. The
outside area will be spruced up for the summer, and
QVIV\QKQXI\QWVWN I\ZILQ\QWVIT_M\-VOTQ[P[]UUMZ
a covered smoking area is being created. Good
news, hopefully, on the beer front as well. The aim
is to add a second handpump to complement the
K]ZZMV\ WٺMZQVO WN  8MLQOZMM WZ @ 1 \PMV PMILML
out to Alwalton and the old Wheatsheaf, which has
been rebranded as The Cuckoo for some years
now. This is run by the Vintage Inns group, who
also operate The Fitzwilliam Arms (Green Man)
QV 5IZPWTU ,M[XQ\M Q\[ NWK][ WV NWWL \PM TIZOM
beer garden accommodates drinkers very well, and
there are a couple of areas inside without place
[M\\QVO[ <PM JMMZ[ WV WٺMZ _MZM ,WWU *IZ IVL
Adnams Ghost Ship, but a third pump for Berkshire
Brewery’s Good Old Boy had a little sign declaring
that it was “Conditioning in the Cellar”, i.e. not yet
I^IQTIJTM;PW]TL\PM,WWU*IZ_MTTZ]VLZaNIV[WN 
+WWZ[¼ÅVM[\VMMLVW\\ZI^MT\WWNIZI[R][\IKZW[[\PM
road, The Harvester serves no other ale than this,
making it one up on The Marriott Hotel, which
serves “Craft” Beer at best, the US-brewed Goose
Island Honkers Ale being a great improvement
on the industrial lagers which would historically
have been the only options. Heading back towards
town, the next stop was The Granary, which not
WVTa [MZ^M[ I[ \PM !\P 0WTM NWZ \PM VMIZJa 7Z\WV
Meadows Golf Course, but is also a Beefeater Steak
House. The pub does have separate dining and
eating areas, and a patio for the summer nights.
*MMZ WX\QWV[ _MZM ,WWU *IZ WZ 0WJOWJTQV /WTL
There have been a few refurbs over the years, and
Visit our website for up-to-date news: www.real-ale.org.uk

\PMLM[KZQX\QWVQVW]ZTWKIT8]J/]QLMNZWU! 
not too long after it opened, would no longer be
accurate; “Noisy Waterfall in Dining Area, Fake Flora
and Fauna Abound”. Reading between the lines, I
LWV¼\ \PQVS \PM I]\PWZ WN  \PM !  O]QLM _I[ \WW
QUXZM[[ML 5IaJM\PM+I[\TM-LMV)TMLQLV¼\MVLMIZ
itself to him or her either. My last stop was on the
other side of the Fletton Parkway in Hampton. The
Moorhen is a typical Marston’s new family pub,
with dining and drinking areas. The many TVs
make this a popular venue for sports events and the
JMMZ[WVWٺMZ_MZM;\)][\MTT4QY]QL;]V[PQVM7\\MZ
Pale Ale and Butcombe Gold. Two other pumps
were adorned with “Conditioning in the Cellar”
tags, teasing customers with the non-availability of
Hobgoblin Gold and Robinson’s Pint of Thrones.

Way Out West
As I have noted before, our branch is one of the
larger ones in the country, and stretches from March
and Wisbech in the east to the outskirts of Corby
QV \PM _M[\ _PQKP Q[ _PMZM _M ÅVL \PM ^QTTIOM WN 
Weldon. Like so many villages and small towns, it
has been bypassed, so the pubs don’t see the passing
trade of yesteryear. If fact, many people heading
W]\\W_IZL[\PM)_W]TLV¼\M^MVSVW_\PMZM_MZM
a couple of great pubs just a few hundred yards
to their left. On the old trunk road is the former
coaching inn, The George. Although opened out
a little, it retains much of its welcoming atmosphere,
IVLJWI[\[XW[[QJTa\PMTIZOM[\QVOTMVWWSÅZMXTIKM1
have seen outside of a Royal Castle. When we visited
in June, we were told that just the day before it had
been roaring away. It will have had a lick of paint by
the time this is published, and an extra handpump
may well have been added to the bar to supplement
\PM ,WWU *IZ  5IZ[\WV¼[  ,MMX _PQKP _I[
in good condition. Tucked away in the village is
the other pub, a Good Beer Guide regular of late,
The Shoulder of Mutton, home to The Weldon
Brewery. On our visit, three of their beers were on
WٺMZ# 0IbMTV]\ ;\W]\ ?QVLUQTT *M[\ *Q\\MZ IVL
Great Jib Golden Ale, and if that wasn’t enough,
supplementing them were Oakham JHB and King’s
+TQٺM¼[ + /WTLMV ;M[[QWV )TM <PM ZIVOM IVL
quality of beers here show why it has cemented its
place on the beer map, and deserves all the recent
accolades it has received. The pub has two main
areas, a locals’ bar in the front, which was originally

AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 2019
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three separate rooms, and an events / dining area at
the rear. The small plant brewery started operating
QVJ]\L]M\WLMUIVLITW\WN \PMJZM_QVOVW_
\ISM[XTIKMW[ٺQ\M

*W\P X]J[ QV ?MTLWV WٺMZ ;]VLIa 4]VKPM[ NWZ
]VLMZ
Mark Finney
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Brewery News
BUMBLING BREWERY
More and more beer is being
brewed these days and they
continue to sell well. Head Brewer
Tom has two beers planned for this
year’s PBF – a brew for the Singles
Bar and another for the main. Both
are currently in the workings and being extensively
tested!
Mark Wroe

Have a great summer. See you all on the
-UJIVSUMV\
Duncan Vessey

CASTOR ALES
www.castorales.co.uk
Well folks, it’s that time of
year again, the Peterborough
Beer Festival. We’re planning
a Festival Special to celebrate
the occasion and are hoping
to emulate our successes of last year. It’ll be a hoppy,
NZ]Q\a UIT\a WٺMZQVO JMÅ\\QVO []KP IV I][XQKQW][
event! Speaking of the Festival, we’re pleased for
W]ZIZ\Q[\QVZM[QLMVKM·2WPV-T[WV·_PWPI[IOIQV
designed the Festival logo. It’s no wonder he doesn’t
have the time to design our seasonal specials. It just
means we’ll concentrate on our award-winning core
WٺMZQVO[
+IUJZQLOM *MMZ .M[\Q^IT ZMY]M[\ML I   TIOMZ NWZ
their Festival in May, which made us scratch our
heads. Could we deliver the goods on our quirky
kit? Luckily the weather was kind in March and the
brewhouse didn’t strain too much to produce and
maintain the lagering process, and the end result was
ILMTQOP\N]T8QT[VMZTIOMZ7]ZÅZ[\[\IJI\\PQ[[\aTM
and it won’t be our last. We predict Real Lager to
\ISMWٺQN _MKIV¼\QUXWZ\\PMZMIT[\]ٺQV\PMN]\]ZM
It was brewed to celebrate the anniversary of the
ÅZ[\UWWVTIVLQVOIVLQ[IXTIaWV6MQT)ZU[\ZWVO¼[
immortal words: One Small Sip For Man – One
Giant Slurp For Mankind.

Visit our website for up-to-date news: www.real-ale.org.uk

6M^MZ WVM[ \W PQLM \PMQZ TQOP\ ]VLMZ I ÅZSQV \PM
Castor team are proud to announce that they are
“remainers”. In the ten years that Castor Ales
have been in business (yes, it’s ten years since they
started on this crazy journey), they have remained
in Castor. In fact they remain the only (awardwinning) brewery in the village! What’s more, they
remain true to the ideals of brewing the best beer
they can (bearing in mind they can never get the best
ingredients because every other brewery sees to get
\PMJM[\QVOZMLQMV\[ÅZ[\

DIGFIELD ALES
___LQOÅMTLITM[KW]S
Please see the separate article
¹,QOÅMTL ,W]JTM =Xº NWZ VM_[
of the brewery’s latest triumphs!
Dave Waller

HOPSHACKLE
www.hopshacklebrewery.co.uk
We are well into the “Golden
Ale” season now, with hot
summer days interspersed with
occasional rainy ones, which
MXQ\WUQ[M[\PM-VOTQ[PWJ[M[[QWV
with the weather. This beer style
is a bit of a “lager crossover” with some brewers
actually using lager malt to give that golden colour,
but then loading the beer with lots of hops for those
distinctive citrussy, tropical fruit and intense hoppy
ZM[QVW][ÆI^W]Z[<PM[MJMMZ[IZM\PMZW]\MJa_PQKP
many of the new generation of real ale drinkers are
introduced to the wonderful world of craft beer and
Q\[UaZQILWN [\aTM[ÆI^W]Z[IVLKWTW]Z[
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Brewery News

At the moment I am working my way through
brewing my range of golden beers as they, like my
other beers, are made on a rotation to create more
interest and give drinkers an ever-changing variety
WN \PQVO[\W\Za<PMOWTLMVJMMZ[8-+I[KILQIIVL
Ballast are brewed and gone and coming up next
IZM >M[XI   8MSIZI   IVL 0]UWX]T][
 
)VW\PMZJI\KPWN 6IOOQVO/WI\ \PM[XMKQIT1
make for the Goat at Frognall and the Nag’s Head in
Bourne, is now ready and being delivered. It’s gone
ZMITTa_MTTIVLQ[XIKSML_Q\PTW\[WN KWUXTM`ÆI^W]Z[
of malt and fruit – and a good dollop of treacle
added in the kettle boil gives a lovely background
ÆI^W]ZWN \WٺMM*MQVOIJZW_V\ZILQ\QWVITJQ\\MZ
it’s ideal for one of those occasional rainy days that
intersperse the hot and sunny ones we are all so
familiar with.
Nigel Wright

The brewery has
invested
in
new
technology with a new
CIP unit (see photo)
NWZ UWZM MٻKQMV\
cleaning of tanks
and a Hop Bucket for
UWZM MٻKQMV\ LZaQVO
of hops. There is also
now in situ a massive
new tank, recently
arrived from the
Czech Republic, for
brewing lagers.
<_W VM_ JMMZ[ IZM VW_ I^IQTIJTM QV UT KIV[ ·
Hop Stash and Bitter & Orange.
Bill Taylor

ROCKET ALES
KINGS CLIFFE BREWERY
www.kcbales.co.uk
Please see the separate
article “Classy Kings
+TQٺM +TIQU )_IZL[º
featuring the brewery’s
latest triumphs!
In other news - Jez has been trialling a new beer in
ZMKMV\_MMS[<PQ[Q[IV18)VIUML*I\I[\ZMVO\P
WN  4WWSW]\NWZ\PQ[JMMZQV\PM[]UUMZ
Don Rudd

NENE VALLEY BREWERY
www.nenevalleybrewery.co.uk
The brewery has enjoyed several
successful beer festivals recently
and enjoyed a very busy time at the
Oundle Food Festival in June. It has
had a couple of pump takeovers at
the Artichoke in Norwich and the
<WJQM 6WZZQ[ QV ;\IUNWZL <PMa PI^M KWVÅZUML
stands at Peterborough Beer Festival in August and
Nottingham Beer Festival in October.
12
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www.rocket-ales.com
Rocket Ales picked
up some very good
reviews for their
JMMZ[ I\ \PM +IUJZQLOM *MMZ .M[\Q^IT )XWTTW 
! 4]VIZ5WL]TM IVL.QZ[\5IV 
all sold out at the event. Sales of these three beers
have also gone well at other outlets.
Rocket beers also made an appearance at the “Booze
In The Pews” Beer Festival at the All Saints Parish
Church in St. Ives, held in June.
)ZIVOMWN JMMZ[NZWU\PMJZM_MZa_QTTJMWVWٺMZ
at the Frothblowers, Werrington, on Friday, July
!th <PQ[ LI\M Q[ \PM \P )VVQ^MZ[IZa WN  )XWTTW
MV\MZQVOQV\WWZJQ\IZW]VL\PMUWWV<PMIK\]IT
UWWVTIVLQVOPIXXMVML\PMNWTTW_QVOLIath July
!! *MMZ[ I^IQTIJTM [PW]TL JM )XWTTW  .QZ[\
Man, Lunar Module, Komet, Vostock and Black
Arrow Porter.

AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 2019

Don Rudd
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Brewery News

XTREME ALES
www.xtremeales.com

Things are getting busy down
at Alefric Square these days.
Not only are there a few
breweries, but a new meadery
has moved in.

Xtreme (along with Mile Tree) helped out with an
7XMV ,Ia NWZ 1KMVQ 5MILMZa Ja X]\\QVO WV I NM_
ÅZSQV[WN ITM_PQKP[WTLW]\ZI\PMZY]QKSTa
Their new Milk Stout recipe has been going down
rather well, with stock sold before it’s even in the
mash tun! They will always be sending beer along
to PBF, the highlight being a Festival special with the
\PMUMJMQVO¹º·Q\Q[IN\MZITT\PMVL8*.·
and maybe a reference to a hitchhiker’s guide?
Mark Wroe

Monday

DRINKS

Noodle
Madness

OFFER a£3
pint

all dishes

£7.95

SUNDAY Lunch & Dinner
neerr
£11.95 for a 2 course meal
eal

MONTHLY SPECIALS

Check out our
website for
ent
Full Entertainm
Listings

*dine in only

JUNE

JULY

*not valid with any other offer.

Thai Tapas
3 for £13.50

Tues - Thurs

12:00 -14:30 & 17:30 - 19:00
Available: June - September
*Dining in Only

01733 358500 thebrewery-tap.com

80 Westgate, Peterborough PE1 2AA

Visit our website for up-to-date news: www.real-ale.org.uk
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From the Diary of “So Much More Than An Accountant”

So you, and your family, eat and
drink your business’s products.
Do you account for that to HMRC?
Throughout
our
years of working
within the food,
drink and hospitality
industry, we have
come across varying
degrees of personal
consumption
of
goods for resale.
Some clients live
completely on the
food bought for
the business, whilst
others are happy to
LZQVS \PMQZ ÅTT IVL
even to give drink away, as if there are no restrictions
on it.
?MTT [ILTa \PMZM IZM  <PM ÅZ[\ ZM[\ZQK\QWV Q[ \PM
damage that can be done to the business, and no
one ever realises their consumption can move a
XZWÅ\IJTM J][QVM[[ QV\W TW[[ UISQVO JMKI][M \PMa
just don’t realise how much they take! The same can
JMIXXTQML\WITTW_QVO[\I\ٺWKWV[]UMNZMMTaIT[W
We had a client that ended up bankrupt because
he consumed enough beer, and his wife with wine,
\PI\IOZW[[XZWÅ\XMZKMV\IOM\PI\[\Z]OOTML\WUISM
 _I[ZML]KMLJMTW_ )VW\PMZKTQMV\LZIVS
ITUW[\XQV\[ILIa
Needless to say they didn’t stay in business long!

The VAT implications need to be considered also.
HMRC take the attitude, quite rightly, that if you
claim the input tax on the purchase, then you must
account for the output tax, even on goods you have
consumed without paying for them. This is the VAT
element only at this stage, and is in addition to the
personal consumption adjustment in the previous
XIZIOZIXP ,M[XQ\M XZW\M[\I\QWV[ \W ][ \PI\ VWVM
was ever personally consumed, we have had the odd
KTQMV\I[[M[[MLIVLÅVMLNWZI[PWZ\NITT05:+_MV\
through the sales versus purchases of the licensee’s
favourite tipple, to discover there was shortfall. The
client claimed that line cleaning was to blame, but
even after that was adjusted for there were a few
OITTWVJIZZMT[LQٺMZMVKMJM\_MMVX]ZKPI[M[IVL
sales.
As with all things involving HMRC, they never
appear to carry out an inspection, or enquire
into matters as soon as they have been incurred,
but generally after a year or two has passed. The
ÅVIT I[[M[[UMV\[ KIV \PMV JM Y]Q\M [\IOOMZQVO QV
magnitude, and the resultant interest elements
ILLML \W \PM ÅVM[ KIV JM J][QVM[[ LM[\ZWaQVO ;W
look after the business, not your own needs, and pay
NWZ_PI\aW]KWV[]UM)[WVM05:+WٻKMZWVKM
said to a client “just because you are stood that side
of the counter, does not entitle you to free goods, or
to give them away without paying the tax”!
To discuss any issues this may raise, please call us on
 !!! 

2][\I[[QOVQÅKIV\IZM\PMZMY]QZMUMV\[WN 05:+
There is a place on everyone’s Self-Assessment Tax
Return to adjust for personal consumption. We don’t
however encourage the use of this facility. We prefer
our clients to pay for their own consumption, just
as customers do. This way they come to realise how
much they take, and we’re pleased to say, generally
adjust their habits.
14
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Barry Dovey
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The Ramblewood Inn
‘The pub in the woods’
The all day venue –
Open for meals and snacks 12pm to 9pm daily
A conservatory restaurant with food served all day, nooks and crannies in the old
stables, outdoor seating and extensive parking, plus a selection of Real Ales.

Real food, Real ales, Real pub
Orton Hall Hotel & Spa,
The Village, Orton Longueville, Peterborough, PE2 7DN
Tel: 01733 391111
)RUVSHFLDOR̆HUVQHZVDQGWUDYHOGLUHFWLRQVYLVLWwww.traditionalinns.co.uk
)RUVSHFLDOR̆HUVQHZVDQGWUDYHOGLUHFWLRQVYLVLW
www.traditionalinns.co.uk

Visit our website for up-to-date news: www.real-ale.org.uk
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Discover the meaning of ﬂavour at the

42ND PETERBOROUGH
BEER FESTIVAL!
7]ZÅ^MLIaM^MV\[PW_KI[M[\PMJM[\:MIT)TM:MIT
Cider, KeyKeg Beer, Wine and Gin from the UK, all
kept in tip-top condition under giant marquees by
our team of cellar experts.
In addition to our massive range of drinks, our
location on the embankment of the River Nene
in the heart of the city creates the perfect festival
atmosphere. With live entertainment every day
and a wide choice of food vendors, we have all the
ingredients for a day or night out to remember.
We believe in getting the best selection of beers for
people to enjoy and continue to talk about long after
\PMaPI^MÅVQ[PMLLZQVSQVO.WZ[MZQW][IÅKQWVILW[
_M PI^M IV M`KT][Q^M [MTMK\QWV WN  ZIZM IVL WVMWٺ
specials from local and national breweries on our
singles bar. We aim to cater for everyone, so glutenfree, vegan, low-alcohol and alcohol-free options are
available across the festival.
For those of you who prefer things a little fruitier, we
have a great selection of British perry, cider, wine
and gin.

Beers
?M _QTT JM [MZ^QVO IXXZW`QUI\MTa  LZI]OP\
real ales including old favourites, beers from very
small micros, many from new breweries, and some
produced specially for the festival and beers from
our LocAle breweries.
The majority of the beers will be served by gravity
– straight from the cask in the traditional real ale
way. Back by popular demand however will be the
3Ma3MO JIZ QV\ZWL]KML NWZ \PM ÅZ[\ \QUM QV 
Our aim is always to have every beer ready and

16
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available from the opening session – we do not hold
back any beers. As always we will be serving beers of
many styles including milds, bitters, porters, stouts,
[XMKQITQ\a ÆI^W]ZML JMMZ[ IVL I NM_ ZMIT TIOMZ[
We regularly get asked for a beer list ahead of the
festival – this will be available to view on the website
from around July onwards.

Glasses
Commemorative glasses bearing the festival logo will
be available as pint sleeves and half-pint tankards.
They will be oversized so that we can guarantee that
aW]OM\IN]TTUMI[]ZM_PMV\PMOTI[[M[IZMÅTTML\W
the line. Festival wine glasses and gin glasses will also
be available.

Cider & Perry
The cider bar is with us, as always, serving one of
the best selections of traditional cider and perry to
be found anywhere. This year we will have around
^IZQM\QM[

Wine Bar
The wine bar will be selling traditional country
_QVM[[\QTTIVL[XIZSTQVOOZIXM_QVM[NZWU-VOTQ[P
vineyards.

Gin Bar
The Gin Bar will again be at the festival next to the
wine bar to satisfy the ever-growing demand from
gin lovers everywhere! We will be bringing you a
ZIVOM WN  IZW]VL  LQٺMZMV\ IVL ]VQY]M OQV[ \W
sample.

AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 2019
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World Beer Bar

Disabled Access

The popular world beer bar will be selling an
extended range of bottled beers from around the
world.

The site is on one level, on grass, and disabled
toilets are provided at the side and back of the site.
Wheelchairs can be sourced but we do need advance
warning. Taxis and cars carrying disabled passengers
IZMXMZUQ\\ML\WKZW[[\PM-UJIVSUMV\IVLLZWXWٺ
at the festival entrance.

Soft Drinks
<PM-[KIXM*IZ_QTTJM[MTTQVOIZIVOMWN [WN\LZQVS[
crisps, ice cream, sweets and cigarettes. Children’s
LZQVS[IZMI^IQTIJTMNWZIUMZMX

Food
There will be a wide selection of foods available
QVKT]LQVO J]ZOMZ[ Å[P IVL KPQX[ XQbbI +WZVQ[P
pasties, noodles, German sausages and French
crepes, hog roast, kebabs, as well as traditional
pub snacks like Pipers crisps, olives, pork pies and
Scotch eggs. For those with a sweet tooth, seek out
the popular sweet stall or (if brave) try the scorpion
chilli chocolate!

The Workers
The festival is organised and run by members of
CAMRA who are all unpaid volunteers. We always
need more help so why not give us a few hours of
your time if you are a member.

Other Stalls
7V [Q\M aW] _QTT ÅVL \WUJWTI X]J OIUM[ \PM
CAMRA shop, a T-shirt stand, traditional sweets,
pickled egg stall and the RNLI will be at the front
gate asking for your small change.

CAMRA Members
CAMRA members get reduced entry to the festival
for all sessions.
<PMZMIZMUIVaW\PMZJMVMÅ\[\WWQVKT]LQVONZMMWZ
ZML]KMLMV\Za\WW^MZJMMZNM[\Q^IT[\PZW]OPW]\
\PM =3 <W ÅVL W]\ UWZM WZ \W RWQV WVTQVM ^Q[Q\
___KIUZIWZO]SJMVMÅ\[. If you’re not a
UMUJMZaW]KIVIT[WRWQVWZÅVLW]\UWZMI\W]Z
membership and information area or simply have
a chat about what we do, ask about beer, pubs,
brewing and more.

Opening Times and Prices

Children at the Festival
Lunchtime or early evening is the ideal time to bring
the family, as there is always an easy going, friendly
atmosphere. You can bring the dog (on a lead), the
picnic table, food and soft drinks but you must not
bring your own alcohol. There will be a fairground
at the back of the festival.

Tuesday 20th August
<ZILM;M[[QWVXUXU\WXU

Wednesday 21st August
6WWV\WXUXU\WXU

Thursday 22nd August
6WWV\WXUXU\WXU

Venue

Friday 23rd August

The Beer Festival will be held in massive marquees
WV \PM :Q^MZ -UJIVSUMV\ -UJIVSUMV\ :WIL
8M\MZJWZW]OP 8- -. <PM [Q\M Q[ WVTa I NM_
minutes walk from the city centre, bus rail and coach
stations. A taxi rank will be provided to enable you
\W OM\ PWUM _Q\PW]\ LZQ^QVO :-5-5*-: JMMZ
festivals and cars don’t mix.

6WWV\WXUXU\WXU

Visit our website for up-to-date news: www.real-ale.org.uk

Saturday 24th August
6WWV\WXUXU\WXU
+)5:) ;8*?  -*+= UMUJMZ[ ?ML[;I\
JMNWZMXU<]M[;I\IN\MZXU
8I[[ W]\[ I^IQTIJTM IN\MZ XU 6W ILUQ[[QWV WZ ZM
ILUQ[[QWVIN\MZXU
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BAR HUNTING IN
MELTON MOWBRAY
Having gone to Leicester in the morning, and with
an afternoon free, I decided to break the journey
back at Melton Mowbray and visit a few of the pubs
_Q\PQVIÅN\MMVUQV]\M_ITSWN \PM[\I\QWV)XWQV\
to note: this would be easier on a Saturday as many
pubs now open later during the week). First stop was
the Anne of Cleves, the self-proclaimed oldest pub
QV5MT\WV8IZ\WN \PMJ]QTLQVOLI\M[NZWUIVL
its ancient, massively thick walls contain a gently
modernised single bar room. The pub’s age oozes
NZWU Q\[ _ITT[ [\WVM IVL \QTM ÆWWZ IVL \PM PMI^a
beams spanning the ceiling. No guests today, but the
[MI[WVIT-^MZIZL[<QOP\PMIL:]Ja)TMI\! _I[
a welcome whistle-wetter. A nice touch is the slates
above the bar acknowledging their local suppliers.

The Grapes, on the market square, is an old
town centre pub, now a single roomed sports bar.
8WX]TIZ_Q\P\PMaW]VOQ\[WVTaZMITITM_I[WٺIVL
so was I! Onward to the Kettleby Cross, a Spoons
new build. Stepping inside you are confronted by
\PM][]ITJMMZXTIbIMXQKJIZIVL_IZMPW][MÅTTML
with many tables and chairs. Beer (Brains Bread of
0MI^MVI IUJMZJQ\\MZ_I[QVOWWLKWVLQ\QWV
and properly priced. Warning: Rant Alert! As
usual on a midweek afternoon, I was – after the
[\I\ ·ٺPMaW]VOM[\XMZ[WV QV \PMXTIKM ;W_Pa Q[
Q\ XIKM[\W\PMTWW[]X\_WÆQOP\[WN [\IQZ[QVI
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new build? These are the customers who keep the
business ticking over. Someone needs to check his
customer demography – here is an opportunity for
the growing band of local micro-pubs………
Next stop was at the other chain of sports/food pubs
in the town, Stonehouse’s “The Cutting Room”.
Another beer plaza (originally the Regal Cinema),
_PMZM KPIVOM[ QV ÆWWZ PMQOP\ IVL JWW\P[ PMTXML
break the place up. The Purity Mad Goose Pale
)TM _I[XTMI[IV\)[1[IVSQV\WIVIZUKPIQZ
(deep enough to make me wish I’d bought a jug of
beer!) I realised that the true joy of the place was the
[WTMUMUJMZWN \PMJIZ[\IٺITI[[_PWKWUJQVML
the job of collecting glasses and plates and, as I stood
\WTMI^MVW\QKMLUaVW_MUX\aOTI[[IVLWٺMZML\W
NM\KPUMIVW\PMZ ,IUVQ\ 1¼UUIZZQML°
In total contrast to the last two pubs was the
*MMZ0MILBUQKZWX]J_PQKPWXMZI\M[W]\WN I<]LWZ
\W_V PW][M\]ZVML-L_IZLQIV OMV\[¼ W]\Å\\MZ[
complete with original cast iron and glass awning.
There were at least a
LWbMV LQٺMZMV\ JMMZ[
half of which were on
beer engines. Fitted
out in builders’ hut
ZM\ZW KPQK Q\ Q[ [\IٺML
by an enthusiast who
makes a point of
XZWٺMZQVO \I[\MZ[ ÅZ[\ 
Blackjack’s traditional
golden bitter, New
,MKS   UQOP\
be at the upper end
of bitterness for me,
but was in good nick.
I wish them well. Visible from the door was a new
sports store, clearly marked the “Three Tuns”.
Another loss to the registry?

AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 2019
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old pub; snug to the right,
bar to the left (no doors),
IK\]IT ÅZM[ +)5:)
citations and four good
beers – what’s not to like?
I hadn’t had a Bass in a
while, and as I supped one,
I thought “What a grand
waiting room for the train
(when it’s open)”.

Owing to four pm openings my circular route had
to be amended. So next was the Noel’s Arms, a
traditional street corner pub with its door in the
corner. Again, the bar and snug have been knocked
into one, creating a space not much bigger than
[WUMUQKZW[TMI^QVOIKMV\ZITÅZMXTIKM_PQKPWXMV[
on two sides.
There
is
more space
to
stand
than to sit,
making
it
well suited
to hosting
festivals and live music. As I sat sipping Lincoln
/ZMMV¼[ <]KS 8WZ\MZ   1 XWVLMZML _PM\PMZ
this could be a prototype for the next “All-welcome
Inn” (Tolkien). Yeah – OK – I googled it. As four
o’clock approached I headed back up Burton Street
to the Gas Tap, a micro micro. The beers, served
straight from the chiller-jacketed barrels, sat on the
stillage in the barroom.
It was three deep at the
bar as a group of seven
gents pondered their
beer choices. As both
the Boat (and the train!)
awaited me, I swiftly
chose Massey’s Original
5QTL )XXIZMV\Ta
“a wise choice!” I concur.
Striding down the hill,
gravity on my side, I
quickly arrived at the
Boat. This is another

Visit our website for up-to-date news: www.real-ale.org.uk

7 ٺXMIS ZM\]ZV WV
;I\]ZLIa[  ! NZWU
Peterborough (and a third less with railcards) with
plenty of good pubs (and the pies), all to be reached
in a circuit of about a mile. Interested? Finally, a
Thought for Sharing. If you were to settle down
in front of the telly with a pack of supermarket
“tinnies”; the only “crack” you’ll get is as you open
the next can.
Remember – Pubs Are People Places!
Mick

Award Winning

el d
DigÀ

Ales
ABV 3.9%

brewed at
Lilford Lodge Farm
Barnwell
Northamptonshire
01832 273954
ZZZGLJÀHOGDOHVFRXN
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LONG ARM OF THE LAW
“Your driving is a bit erratic. Have you been
drinking Sir?”
1 ÅZ[\ MVKW]V\MZML [MZQW][ ZMIT ITM LZQVSQVO I\
-aV[PIU 8WTQKM \ZIQVQVO [KPWWT QV \PM I]\]UV WN 
! <PM JIZ I\ -aV[PIU QV 7`NWZL[PQZM [WTL
Hook Norton bitter and we trainees did our level best
\WUISM\PMUIXZWÅ\7]ZKTI[[\PMZMKWUXZQ[MLI
motley crew from County forces all over the UK and a weird bunch they were. Nevertheless we all
got on and helped each other through the various
lessons and training sessions. I was a good few years
older than most of the others, and they called me
Grandad!

,]ZQVO\PQ[XMZQWL\PMUQVMZ[¼[\ZQSM\WWSXTIKMIVL
we enjoyed a large portion of overtime at various
locations including one up near Grantham. Our
Metropolitan friends became notorious for upsetting
\PM ZM[QLMV\ LZQVSMZ[ I\ \PM *TIKS ,WO X]J _Q\P
their rowdiness and forceful chatting up of the local
talent. They had money to waste and the local girls
were willing to accept some of it via drinks and
whatever! Our County forces always regarded the
Met boys as being a bit rough and ready.

I had practised alcohol consumption whilst working
behind the bar of my local village pub. The tightÅ[\ML;KW\[TIVLTWZLLQLTM\UM[IUXTMPQ[_PQ[SMa
bottles after closing time though, and to his horror
I decided my favourite was the Irish Jameson’s. He
and I eventually fell out as he wrongly thought that I
was being bought too many drinks by his customers.
The truth was that he was a miserable bloke and
they seemed to like me better. Whatever!
My Police career progressed and I enjoyed several
aMIZ[ _WZSQVO QV \PM \ZIٻK LMXIZ\UMV\ ,M\MK\QVO
LZ]VS LZQ^MZ[ Q[ VW\ LQٻK]T\ I[ \PMa WN\MV LZQ^M
so carefully that they stand out a mile! I’d been
breathalysed myself prior to joining the Police when
1 W^MZKWVÅLMV\Ta X]TTML W]\ QV NZWV\ WN  I 8WTQKM
car one dark evening. Fortunately I just passed the
[MKWVL \M[\ I\ \PM [\I\QWV ,W ZMUMUJMZ \PI\ \_W
and a half pints of cooking bitter is just about on
the limit, for a man of average build. I remember
breath-testing one driver who had already been
very sick in his car but he somehow passed the old
type glass tube test system and my station sergeant
allowed him to go home - but did retain his car
keys for the night. He didn’t argue and owned up
to having consumed six pints of strong lager and a
Chinese meal. The new small roadside breathalyser
machines used today will not be so forgiving.
20
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)ZW]VL! 1IXXTQML\WJMKWUMI;KMVM[WN +ZQUM
7ٻKMZIVLZMITQ[ML\PI\\PM[MZOMIV\;7+7I\09
IT_Ia[PILILZQVSQV\PM09JIZI\T]VKP\QUM[1
\PMZMNWZMWٺMZML\W\ISM\PMLIQTaLQ[XI\KPM[\W09
and managed, on occasion, to buy him the odd pint.
This may not have hurt my subsequent application
to join his department as I don’t remember the
interview being too testing. SOCOs work closely
ITWVO[QLM\PM+1,IVLWVXI[[QVOUa;7+7KW]Z[M
(and enjoying the heavily subsidised bar) at Hendon
8WTQKM <ZIQVQVO ;KPWWT 1 JMKIUM I ,M\MK\Q^M
Constable.
1 [WWV ZMITQ[ML \PI\ +1, _WZS I\ \PI\ \QUM _I[
not too far short of what was portrayed in the TV
series ‘The Sweeney’. The sergeants tended to
be mature chaps and all of them kept a bottle of
Scotch and some paper cups in their desk drawer.
For use in times of stress you understand? On a late
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LONG ARM OF THE LAW
[PQN\_M_MZMITTW_ML\W^Q[Q\X]J[IN\MZ XUNWZ
intelligence gathering purposes. I was taken along
_Q\PUa+1,[PQN\IVLMVRWaML\PMJIV\MZ1¼UVW\
sure it made me more intelligent!
We had a lovely Police social club and many a happy
evening was spent there. The prices were very cheap
and frequent functions almost guaranteed broken
marriages and wobbly walks home. I know of at
least one couple, both married to other partners,
who managed to get their car right into the local
ZQ^MZI\IJW]\IUWVMUWZVQVONWTTW_QVOILW
at the club. Two divorces were not long arriving. If
you drove whilst ‘inebriated’ and got stopped by a
TWKITWٻKMZ\PMWLL[_MZM\PI\aW]KW]TLOM\I_Ia
with it and even cadge a lift home. Those days are
long gone!
7VM LIa \PM VM_ +IٺZMa¼[ JQ\\MZ IZZQ^ML I\ \PM
KT]JQVJ]TS?WZLOW\IZW]VL\PMWٻKMIVL_MITT
enjoyed a cheap sampling session, after work. Oh
JWa\PMPMILIKPM[_MPIL\PMVM`\LIa<PI\[\]ٺ
was damaging and although ‘quantity’ drinkers, we
_MZMV¼\ ][ML \W Q\[ [\ZMVO\P 7]Z +1, +PZQ[\UI[
functions there were famous, starting at noon and
continuing through the afternoon, concluding with
a disco in the evening - many a new relationship
or scandal being the result. Several years running
1_IVLMZMLPWUMJW]VKQVOW[ٺPWX_QVLW_[IN\MZ
drinking a blend of beer, wine, port and Jameson’s!
I’m far too old for that now. Alun Thomas might
give it a go though?

It was a great time to be a copper; if you did your
job well and weren’t a drunk you could enjoy a good
drink amongst pals (often on overtime expenses)
and also get sympathy for the inevitable hangover.
Happy daze!
Mind how you go.
Andy Reynolds
Editor’s note:<PM*TIKS,WOQV/ZIV\PIU0QOP
Street is still going strong – as is Andy’s ban from the
premises……. and I wouldn’t be too sure about my
ability to combine beer, wine, port and Jameson’s!
On a serious note, Andy’s contention about how
much “cooking bitter” can be consumed whilst
ZMUIQVQVO Å\ \W LZQ^M 5=;< 67< JM [MMV I[ I
general guide.
Al

)[ I OWWL +1, WٻKMZ aW] _MZM M`XMK\ML \W
enjoy drinking but be able to remain standing up
(minimum requirement). After any major incident, a
murder or suchlike, we would work all day and then
have a debrief at a local hostelry. Rounds of drinks
were bought in descending order of rank, and woe
JM\QLM\PM,+_PWLQLV¼\WٺMZ\WXIaNWZIZW]VL
when his turn came. No incident room overtime, the
next time, for him. After perhaps being called to the
QVKQLMV\ I\ IU Q\ JMKIUM I ^MZa TWVO LIa IVL
drink was required to de-stress! We saw some things
that don’t need describing here.
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WAITS AND MEASURES
CAMRA’s
Oldest
Columnist,
Gordon
Bunting, continues his
look back over life in a
Stamford pub during
the post-war years…

water. Failure to be open meant a visit to court and a
wigging from the magistrates!

You may recall that
our
family
took
over
the
Burghley
Arms, in Stamford’s
;PMMXUIZSM\ QV !!
Once the war had well
and truly got a grip on the country, rationing came
into existence – and not just on the food front! Pubs
were only allowed one bottle of whisky, one bottle
of rum and one bottle of gin per month. Brandy
could not be located and vodka wasn’t generally in
LMUIVL )TM \PW]OP _I[ I LQٺMZMV\ UI\\MZ IVL
IT\PW]OP Q\ _I[ ZI\QWVML X]J[ _MZM XMZUQ\\ML Å^M
OITTWVJIZZMT[XMZUWV\P
-^MV \PQ[ _I[V¼\ MVW]OP \W SMMX \PQZ[\a LZQVSMZ[
happy, though, and assistance came from an
unexpected source. A “foreigner” who lived at
Wothorpe, on the outskirts of town, set up shop in
what is now Santander Bank in the High Street,
selling bottles of wine. No-one knew his name, but
clearly he didn’t brew the wine so he must have
been importing it somehow. Customers, who were
only allowed a couple of bottles at a time, would
Y]M]M LW_V \PM [\ZMM\ ,IL Y]M]ML \PMV 5]U
then me, and then we went back and queued again,
WN\MVLQ[O]Q[MLQVU]ټMZ[WZIVI[[WZ\UMV\WN PI\[ 
-^MZaWVMMT[M_I[LWQVO\PM[IUMIVLVWJWLaNWWTML
anybody – least of all, I suspect, the proprietor.
,ZQVSQVOW]\[QLMWٻKQITPW]Z[_I[ZIZM·\PMTWKIT
constabulary made sure of that – but perversely
they also came round to ensure that pubs were open
when they were supposed to be. If a pub had run
LZaQ\PIL\WJMWXMV·M^MVQN ITTQ\KW]TLWٺMZ_I[
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Another occasional visitor was the Weights and
5MI[]ZM[ WٻKQIT _PW _I[ JI[ML · IX\Ta  QV \PM
Oddfellows’ Hall, across All Saints’ Street from
our pub. In those straitened times it was sadly not
uncommon in some pubs for spirits to be watered
down, although I should add that the Burghley
Arms was not one of them.
Also across the road from us was the Albion (later St.
Jacques and the Otter’s Pocket). The landlord was
I NWZUMZ ;PMٻMTL =VQ\ML NWW\JITTMZ KITTML )TJMZ\
Francis, and when I was sixteen he allowed me to
stand in the side passage of the pub and sup halves
of bitter. Old habits die hard though – even when
I was old enough to drink legally it was the devil’s
own job to persuade him to let me bring my pint
into the bar!
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Gordon Bunting
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FROTHBLOWERS
FOCAL LOCAL
-^MZ QVVW^I\Q^M \PM .ZW\PQM[ PMTL I .WKIT 4WKIT
.M[\Q^IT JM\_MMV st IVL rd June, sourcing local ales
to celebrate Werrington Carnival. Said ales included a
sponsored guest from Mile Tree Brewery in aid of the
local scouts – a worthy cause.
On the premise that every picture tells a story, our
photographic record of the event does just that!

Visit our website for up-to-date news: www.real-ale.org.uk

RANTERS’
CORNER
THE RED
REVULSION
I know I lack a sense of humour, but I couldn’t see
anything remotely comical about the revelation that
there is to be a crowd-funding event to help bring back
Watneys Special in Party Seven form, presumably to
appease the hipster culture and those who know no
JM\\MZ-^MVQN \PQ[Q[UMIV\\WJMIRWSM·1<)16¼<
FUNNY.
Those of us of a certain age who had the wretched
[\] ٺNWQ[\ML ]XWV ][ QV \PM ![ _QTT [\Z]OOTM \W
see the humorous side – or even the point. And –
more pertinently – any connection with the name
of an organisation that bought up and closed down
dozens of worthy breweries and wantonly vandalised
hundreds of pubs - in the name of “Watneyisation” must be rejected, spurned, spat out in the manner the
WZQOQVIT[XZWL]K\LM[MZ^ML
Al
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CLASSY KINGS
CLIFFE CLAIMS
AWARDS….

....WHILE DIGFIELD
DELIVERS A
DOUBLE!

Good news for two of our
local breweries! Kings
+TQٺM *ZM_MZa PI[ _WV
two awards at this year’s
Northampton County Beer Festival, held at the end of
May.

Also successful at the Northampton
County Beer Festival were Paul
IVL 5QSM WN  ,QOÅMTL )TM[ 5IL
Monk came out on top of the
;\ZWVO*Q\\MZKTI[[_PQTM+PQٺKPIٺ
came a creditable third in the
Golden Bitter category. Awards to follow….

8KIUMÅZ[\QV\PM8WZ\MZKI\MOWZaIVL\PMV_MV\WV\W
claim joint runner-up position in the Overall Champion
category.

Dave Waller

KCB has form at Northampton; the Festival has recognised
the quality of beers from the brewery on a previous
WKKI[QWV1V2Mb7¼6MQTTXQKSML]X\PZMMI_IZL[NWZ
PQ[JMMZ[6W+IVL,MOZMM[
Representatives from the Northamptonshire CAMRA
Branch will, at some point in the near future, journey over
to the brewery to present the awards.
Don Rudd
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ENTERTAINMENT
at the Peterborough CAMRA Beer Festival 2019
Tuesday 20th August

Thursday 22nd August

Open Mic with Stacey

With the popularity of Open Mic evenings ever increasing
in pubs around the Peterborough area, this has now become
a regular feature of PBF. We simply have to give another
opportunity to some of our less well-known individuals to
[PW_ W\ ٺPMQZ ]VQY]M \ITMV\[ WV \PM *MMZ .M[\Q^IT [\IOM
This event will again be hosted by Stacey, so if you would
like the opportunity to appear, do please contact her IN
ADVANCE to register your interest.
Stacey can be reached here:
vocalsoulmate@hotmail.co.uk
7V[\IOMNZWUIZW]VL"XU

Velocity

Velocity are a fresh and high energy punk, indie and classic
ZWKSQVÆ]MVKMLXW_MZ\ZQWNZWU8M\MZJWZW]OP,MTQ^MZQVO
classic and modern covers as well as their own material,
they never fail to excite. Velocity will be performing
I\ 8M\MZJWZW]OP *MMZ .M[\Q^IT ! _Q\P I P]OM [PW_
XTIVVML IVL NWZ \PM ÅZ[\ \QUM M^MZ QV \PM PQ[\WZa WN  \PM
band in Peterborough we will be performing as a four
XQMKM -`XMK\[KMVM[TQSMaW]PI^MVM^MZ[MMVJMNWZMNWTS[
https://www.facebook.com/velocitytheband/
7V[\IOMNZWUIZW]VLXU

The Ouse Valley Singles Club

Wednesday 21st August
Ramshackle Serenade
What started out as a bit of fun in the kitchen and has gone
from strength to strength! Ramshackle Serenade are a four
XQMKMI\PZMMXQMKM[WUM\QUM[IL]WWZIÅ^MXQMKMJIVL
(or more if the mood takes us).
8MZNWZUQVO \PM ÅVM[\ ¹;_QVOIJQTTaº U][QK IZW]VL
Ramshackle Serenade have a happy vibe playing Rock and
Roll with a twist. Songs are given the Ramshackle treatment
much to the enjoyment of many and especially their happy
band of followers, The Serenaders. With cool vocals,
Rockin’ Gretsch Guitar, Thumping Blues Bass, Legendary
,Z]UUQVOIVL\PMWLL\IUJW]ZQVMPIZUWVQKIWZSIbWW
all thrown into the pot for good measure.
Ramshackle Serenade have played in venues and at festivals
up and down the country and love to get the audience
jumping, clapping, stamping, kazooing and singing with
their ‘Ramshackled” take on classic tracks plus their own
original material. They have shared the bill with some
amazing acts over the years including the likes of Johnny
Marr, Frank Turner, The Selector, Fun Loving Criminals,
Jools Holland and his Orchestra, Bad Manners, Squeeze
and lots more besides. Ramshackle Serenade ….. a superb
live band who are seriously fun!
http://ramshackleserenade.com/
www.facebook.com/RamshackleSerenade/
7V[\IOMNZWUIZW]VL XU
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If you are not familiar with The Ouse Valley Singles Club
or have yet to catch their live show then you are in for
I \ZMI\ <PMa IZM WVM WN QN  VW\ \PM UW[\ WZQOQVIT W]\Å\[
currently playing the live circuit.
1VÆ]MVKML Ja \PM TWVO NWZOW\\MV [W]VL[  \ZILQ\QWV[ WN 
!¼[;SQټM/WWOTMQ\\PMaKWUJQVM\PQ[[W]VL_Q\P\PM
energy of Punk and the swing of Rock and Roll, whilst
WKKI[QWVITTaLZWXXQVO[WUM:MOOIMÆI^W]ZQV\W\PMUQ`
Then layering this with hilarious folk-like story-telling, often
crossing the parameters of what is deemed to be politically
correct but keeping it very tongue in cheek. In doing this,
they have created a truly original & highly entertaining
[W]VL\PI\PI[JMMVL]JJML¹6M_?I^M;SQټMºIVL\PMa
have been described as ‘George Formby meets The Clash’
where Vaudeville Music Hall meets Working Men’s Club.
»<PM [KW]ZOM WN  \PM 5M\ZWXWTQ\IV 4QJMZIT -TQ\M¼ <7>;+
put on a show that gives a hysterical observational account
of every day tales of woe with a razor-sharp observational
narrative whilst rocking the crowds with their infectious
ear-worms.
Highlights of their musical journey came when they
[]XXWZ\MLT]UQVIZQM[+PI[IVL,I^MWV\PMQZ\W]Z
warmed up for Sir Bob Geldof and The Boomtown Rats
in the main arena at the Great British Alternative Music
Weekender at Butlins Skegness as well as providing warm
]XNWZ\PMTQSM[WN 8M\M,WPMZ\a<PM?WVLMZ[\]ٺIVL\PM
poetical musical comedy genius KATG. Clearly illustrating
\PMQZ ÆM`QJQTQ\a IVL IXXMIT \W I]LQMVKM[ WN  ITT IOM[ IVL
musical backgrounds going down a storm and building
their following at every gig they play.
http://www.theousevalleysinglesclub.com/
7V[\IOMNZWUIZW]VL!XU
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Friday 23rd August
Hereward Harmony

Hereward Harmony are a 4 part acapella style barber shop
chorus which consists of tenor, lead, bass and baritone
^WKIT[\PMKPWZ][PI[JMMVM[\IJTQ[PMLIJW]\aMIZ[IVL
some of the older members have served for most of these
years! Singing a variety of songs including traditional,
hymns and most style of music, they sing in a variety of
venues including churches and charity events. Rehearsals
are every Thursday night at Orton Wistow and anybody
who would like to have a go at singing is very welcome to
come and try us!
https://www.herewardharmony.com/
7V[\IOMNZWUIZW]VL"XU

Cap’n Rasty’s Big Time Charlies

We’ll abandon ship or abandon hope, one or the other!!!!
It’s that olde threadbare buccaneer Cap’n Rasty with his
nefarious crew of scurvy dogs! Now featuring half of “The
League of Mentalmen” with the press ganging of Mickey
!<IQT[WVO]Q\IZRWQVQVO,ZWVMa5WVW\WVMaWVJI[[IVL
Harry Guantanamo on drums.
<PQ[XQMKMMVMZOM\QKXWXX]VSXQZI\MJIVL_QTTSQKSWٺ
Friday evening murdering love songs for the lost ‘n’ lonely
so……. Take what ya can!!!! Give nothing back!!!!
https://www.facebook.com/Capn-Rastys-BigTime-Charlies/
7V[\IOMNZWUIZW]VLXU

Let there B/DC

?PI\ UISM[ )+,+ []KP IV M`KQ\QVO X]T[M XW]VLQVO
JIVL IVL PW_ LW _M ZMKZMI\M \PM ÅZM WN  \PMQZ TQ^M
performances? That’s the main question we asked ourselves
_PMV_MÅZML]X\PMZWKSIVLZWTT\ZIQV\PI\_I[\WJMKWUM
4-<<0-:-*,+QV.MJZ]IZa
7]ZK]ZZMV\Å^MUIVTQVM]XPI^MPIL)+,+Z]VVQVO
through their veins since childhood and our passion for the
music injects the venom into every show that we play.
We deliver all the favourites such as Highway to Hell,
Whole Lotta Rosie and Thunderstruck together with rare
and seldom heard album tracks such as Walk All Over You,
Soul Stripper and Kicked in The Teeth and many, many
more.
?Q\PW]ZWZQOQVITUMUJMZ[KWV[Q[\QVOWN 6MQT5ITKWTU
AW]VO/]Q\IZ8ILLa8PQT:]LL,Z]U[IVL;\M^M+TQٺ
Williams/Bass) making up the ‘engine room’, it gives our
)VO][ AW]VO/]Q\IZ ,I^M IVL *ZQIV 2WPV[WV*WV
;KW\\>WKIT[)VLZM_ZWWU\WZMITTaÆaIVL\ISMW]Z[PW_
to a whole new level.
We pride ourselves on never usually playing the same set
list twice, so you never know what you might hear!
Whether you’ve been a fan from the very beginning or
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never seen us live before, we hope to see you all down the
front. Are You Ready For A Good Time?
https://www.lettherebdc.com/
7V[\IOMNZWUIZW]VL!XU

Saturday 24th August
Afternoon
Matt Howard

5I\\¼[ XW_MZN]T ^WKIT XMZNWZUIVKM IVL KZQ[X O]Q\IZ ZQ[ٺ
IZMZMUQVQ[KMV\WN IZ\Q[\[[]KPI[8IWTW6]\QVQ<PM!
IVL -L ;PMMZIV 0M Q[ _MTTSVW_V IVL M[\IJTQ[PML I[ I
covers and requests artist on the local music scene gaining
a strong reputation as a talented performer impressing a
growing audience of fans.
Find Matt on Facebook: Matt on Facebook
7V[\IOMNZWUIZW]VLXU

Stacey Lowth

Stacey is a Peterborough based solo guitarist/singer, open
mic host and entertainer at a young(ish) folks facility.
Stacey’s repertoire covers a variety of genres and her
QVÆ]MVKM[QVKT]LM2IVQ[2WXTQV:WTTQVO;\WVM[8QVS.TWaL
,WTWZM[ 3I\M :][Ja IVL UIVa UWZM <W Y]W\M°º1¼U
very passionate about music and how it makes folk feel”.
7V[\IOMNZWUIZW]VLXU

23 Reasons

?Q\PILQ^MZ[MOMVZM[XIVVQVOZMXMZ\WQZM:MI[WV[IZM
a three piece band playing songs you know and love, but
_Q\PIVIKW][\QK\_Q[\.WZUQVOQV_Q\P;KW\\>WKIT[
& Guitar, Simon – Guitar and Otto - Percussion they have
played regularly in the Grantham and Peterborough area;
building a strong reputation, they are well known for their
unique sound and style.
https://www.facebook.com/23ReasonsBand/
7V[\IOMIZW]VL"XU

Ant MacAndrew

All the way from Newark, Notts, Ant is an amazing solo
performer with the power of a band. For fans of Mumford
 ;WV[ -L ;PMMZIV \PM ;KZQX\ KWUM[ WVM WN  \PM
hardest working touring musicians in the world. If you’re
looking for the catchy chorus, the hook, the magic - Ant
MacAndrew is the one!!
https://www.antmacandrew.co.uk/
7V[\IOMNZWUIZW]VLXU
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Saturday 24th August
Evening
The Contacts

In just two years The Contacts have established themselves
as a very popular Soul Band, not just in Peterborough, but
VI\QWV_QLM  4]SM )TTXWZ\ +PZQ[ ,]VV  4M[ ?PMMTMZ
formed the band with the idea of bringing a select mix of
upbeat Motown & Northern Soul to audiences that really
wanted to dance! They were soon joined by Rachel Mizon
on vocals and Cam Logan on keyboards, all having played
together in projects in one form or another. The band has
gone from strength to strength regularly playing sold out
gigs at all the popular music venues of Peterborough. In
TI\M \PM^MZa\ITMV\ML/MUUI5K,W_MTTRWQVML\PM
band as lead female vocalist when she returned to the UK.
Gemma has rapidly become the star of the show, sharing
the lead vocals with Luke, and injecting a real sparkle into
the gigs. The band has a lively varied repertoire and you
will know that the audience will be dancing along from the
^MZaÅZ[\[WVO4Q[\MVQVOKIZMN]TTa\PMQZ[M\Q\OZW_[JMaWVL
that of Motown, but stays within the comfort zone of the
genre. The Contacts provide a stunning set of musical
entertainment, are an act not to be missed and looking
forward to entertaining you at Peterborough Beer Festival
!
www.facebook.com/thecontactssoulband/
7V[\IOMNZWUIZW]VLXU

Blurd

! UIZS[ \PM \P )VVQ^MZ[IZa WN  \PM ZMTMI[M WN  \PM
seminal Blur album, Parklife, which was to feature in the
=3 )TJ]U[ +PIZ\ NWZ I UI[[Q^M ! _MMS[ IVL KIUM \W
LMÅVM \PM MUMZOQVO *ZQ\XWX [KMVM QV !! ?PI\ JM\\MZ
way to celebrate this anniversary than to have the amazing
Blurd closing this year’s Beer Festival. Blurd is the UK’s
longest-running and most authentic tribute to Britpop
TMOMVL[*T]Z<WOM\PMZ[QVKM*T]ZLPI[XMZNWZUMLI[
NIZ IÅMTL I[ \PM ,]JTQV )KILMUa IVL \PM 1[TM WN  ?QOP\
Festival.
Their approach is simple; to sound like and to look like
Blur, and thousands of music lovers, festival-goers, and fans
of Blur testify that they do just that!
The last few years have been manic for the band,
headlining stages at the Isle of Wight Festival and London’s
7IXXMIZQVOI\NM[\Q^IT[ITWVO[QLMIK\[[]KPI[<PM.IZU
Inspiral Carpets, The Happy Mondays, Cast, Lightning
Seeds, Primal Scream, The Charlatans and more, as well
as frequenting many university events and being asked to
IXXMIZ QV I **+ LWK]UMV\IZa IVL I ÅTU IJW]\ \PM ZQ[M
of Britpop!
http://www.blurd.co.uk/
7V[\IOMNZWUIZW]VL!XU
Visit our website for up-to-date news: www.real-ale.org.uk

As our farmers
know all too well:
no pain, no grain.
They say nothing worth having comes
easy. Unfortunately for our farmers
that’s true of the barley we use to brew
our beers. We use a classic variety
called Golden Promise, grown to our
own unique speciﬁcation. The biscuity,
golden malt it produces is the perfect
partner to our natural spring water,
and is vital to Landlord’s depth and
delicate balance of ﬂavour. It’s also a type
of barley that’s notoriously hard to
grow, and our exacting speciﬁcation
makes it even more difficult. Which
makes it a costly ingredient and a
real challenge even for experienced
farmers. Luckily we can offer some
liquid therapy.

All for that taste of Taylor’s
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POSH PINTS
AND AWAY WE GO.....
They say it’s the hope that kills, and Posh supporters
\ZI^MTTQVO\W\PMI_IaÅ`\]ZM[JMTW__QTTLW]J\TM[[JM
hoping for quality refreshment in the establishments
mentioned! There’s football to watch as well…

Saturday 10th August (League)
Tuesday 13th August (Carabao Cup)

OXFORD UNITED
KO 1500/1945
LAMB AND FLAG
12 St. Giles Street OX1 3JS
Classic city pub with no music, Wi-Fi or other
distractions from friendly conversation. Beers from
the South-West (Palmer’s, Skinner’s) feature and the
pub is believed to be the setting for Thomas Hardy’s
novel Jude The Obscure. Lunchtime food served.

Tuesday 20th August

SOUTHEND UNITED
KO 1945
MAWSON’S
781 Southchurch Road SS1 2PP
<PM\W_V¼[ÅZ[\UQKZWTWKIT+)5:)8]J7N <PM
AMIZ  IVL +QLMZ 8]J 7N  <PM AMIZ  IVL
 6WNWWL[MZ^ML
RAILWAY HOTEL
+TQ\ٺW_V:WIL[[)2
Large Victorian hotel with an historic interior. One
of the top ten vegan pubs in the country (non-vegan
food, including pizza, is also available). Up to seven
cask ales available.

Saturday 24th August
MASONS ARMS
2 Quarry School Place OX3 8LH
Family-run community pub serving a wide range
of guest ales as well as Hophead and Boltmaker
plus many bottled beers. Multiple local CAMRA
City Pub Of The Year winner. No lunchtime grub
though.
ROSE AND CROWN
14 North Parade Avenue OX2 6LX
Popular Victorian free house, run by the same
TIVLTWZL[ NWZ  aMIZ[ )LVIU[ 0WWS 6WZ\WV
Shotover plus guest. No intrusive music or mobile
phones allowed – so be warned. Lunchtime food
available.
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MILTON KEYNES DONS
KO 1500
MOON UNDER WATER
Xscape, Avebury Boulevard MK9 3NN
Popular large single roomed Wetherspoon house
WٺMZQVO \PM ][]IT [MZ^QKM[ NWWL_Q[M XT][ \MV
handpumps.
WETHERSPOON’S
201 Midsummer Boulevard MK9 1EA
Not to be confused with – well, you get the picture.
Popular with local CAMRA members, who voted
Q\ \PMQZ 8]J 7N  <PM AMIZ QV  \PQ[ X]J Q[
“unbeatable for price and beer range”. The familiar
food menu operates.
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Saturday 7th September

Saturday 21st September

SHREWSBURY TOWN
KO 1500

DONCASTER ROVERS
KO 1500

NAG’S HEAD
22 Wyle Cop SY1 1XB
Allegedly haunted pub whose interior has remained
]VKPIVOML NWZ UIVa aMIZ[ 0WJ[WV[ *M[\ ,WWU
Bar, Landlord, Wye Valley HPA, guest ale. But no
food.

CORNER PIN
145 St. Sepulchre Gate West DN1 3AH
Multi award-winning pub close to the railway station,
ales are mainly from small independent breweries
such as Leeds and Stancill. Local CAMRA Pub Of
<PMAMIZ4]VKP\QUMNWWL[MZ^ML

THREE FISHES
4 Fish Street SY1 1UR
.ZM[PTaXZMXIZML OZ]J Q[ I^IQTIJTM QV \PQ[ \P
century building in the town’s medieval quarter
\W KWUXTMUMV\ \PM Å^M TWKIT IVL VI\QWVIT ITM[
including Stonehouse Station bitter and Three Tuns
stout.

DRAUGHTSMAN ALEHOUSE
Station Court DN1 1PE
4WKI\ML WV 8TI\NWZU * WN  ,WVVa ;\I\QWV \PQ[
NWZUMZ>QK\WZQIVJ]ٺM\JIZ[\WWLMUX\aNWZMQOP\MMV
aMIZ[J]\VW_ZMITITM[NZWUZMOQWVITJZM_MZ[-`Q\
 <PWZVJZQLOM KPIVOM ZMO]TIZTa *IO]M\\M[ IVL
home-made pies can be enjoyed whilst viewing
the Victorian wall tiles and drawings of steam
locomotives.

Tuesday 17th September

TRANMERE ROVERS
KO 1945
TRAVELLERS REST
169 Mount Road, Bebington CH63 8PJ
aMIZWTL KWIKPQVO QVV LMKWZI\ML \PZW]OPW]\
with brasses and bric-a-brac. Guest ales often from
local microbreweries. BUT – no evening food
Mondays or Tuesdays (this is a Tuesday night game).

PLOUGH
8 West Laith Gate DN1 1SF
Three ales, including Acorn Barnsley Bitter, are
served in this friendly haven, where the interior dates
NZWU IVLQ[UMV\QWVMLQV+)5:)¼[6I\QWVIT
Inventory of Historic Pub Interiors.
Al

GALLAGHER’S TRADITIONAL PUB
20 Chester Street, Birkenhead CH41 5DQ
Multiple award-winning genuine free house serving
*ZQU[\IOM <ZIXXMZ¼[ 0I\ JQ\\MZ IVL Å^M KPIVOQVO
ales. Military memorabilia and shipping images
IJW]VLIVLOWWL^IT]MUMIT[IZM[MZ^ML]V\QT!XU
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Diary Dates

CAMRA meetings, socials and beer festivals

AUGUST

Thursday 19th – Saturday 21st

Saturday 10th

-TOWWL¼[*ZM_MZa*MMZ.M[\Q^IT6WZ\P*ZQVS
?Q[JMKP8-4?
For further details visit:
www.elgoods-brewery.co.uk/elgoods-beerfestival-2019

,]KSNM[\:]LLa,]KS8MISQZS8-6.
:MIT)TM[IVL+QLMZ[**9 4Q^M5][QK

Tuesday 6th – Saturday 10th
Great British Beer Festival, London Olympia,
0IUUMZ[UQ\P:WIL3MV[QVO\WV? =@
Real ales, ciders and perries, craft beer, wine, gin,
food, music, and entertainment.
For further details visit : www.gbbf.org.uk

Friday 16th - Sunday 18th
\P)VV]IT*MMZ.M[\Q^IT.Q^M0WZ[M[PWM[
*IZPWTU8-!:)
.ZQLIaNZWUXU;I\]ZLIaNZWUXU;]VLIa
NZWUXU
8QbbI**9.ZQLIaIVL;I\]ZLIa

Friday 20th – Sunday 22nd
[\?QVLUQTT+PIZQ\a*MMZNM[\+PMZZa7Z\WV:WIL
7Z\WV?I\MZ^QTTM8--9
:MIT)TM[\PZW]OPW]\\PM_MMSMVLNZWUO]M[\
ales to our main brewers. Gin and Flavoured Gin
Bar. Family entertainment throughout the weekend,
live music, meet the brewers (tbc), food and fun!!!
Fundraising for Sue Ryder – Thorpe Hall.
For more info check out our Facebook page, email
info@thewindmillortonwaterville.co.uk or
\MTMXPWVM!

Tuesday 20th – Saturday 24th
VL8M\MZJWZW]OP*MMZ.M[\Q^IT-UJIVSUMV\
8M\MZJWZW]OP8--.
ZMITITM[QVKT]LQVOUIVa.M[\Q^IT;XMKQIT[
Ciders and perries, bottled beers, wines and
soft drinks plus a Gin Bar. LocAle and specialist
keykeg/craft beer bars. Large selection of food
stalls. Live music. Family friendly Festival.
For further details visit:
www.peterborough-camra.org.uk

Friday 30th - Sunday 1st September
Inaugural Summer Beer and Music Festival, Crown
1VV/ZMI\+I[\MZ\WV8-!)8
:MIT)TM[+QLMZ[IVL/QV*IZ4Q^M
entertainment each day.

SEPTEMBER
Monday 2nd
Branch Monthly Meeting at the Palmerston Arms,
7]VLTM:WIL8M\MZJWZW]OP8-!8)
All members welcome, please bring membership
card.
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Branch Contacts
Branch Committee
Secretary: Dickie Bird
-TT_WWL)^MV]M
8M\MZJWZW]OP8- 4A
!! !
info@
peterborough.camra.org.uk

8]J[7ٻKMZ"5IZS.QVVMa
!!! !
X]J[WٻKMZ(
peterborough.camra.org.uk

Webmaster:
Situation Vacant
webmaster@
peterborough.camra.org.uk

+IUXIQOV[7ٻKMZ"
Andy Simmonds
!! 

Minuting Secretary:
Jonathan House

jonathan.house0807
@gmail.com

Chairman: Matt Mace
 !!
chairman@
peterborough.camra.org.uk

8ZM[[7ٻKMZ"
Situation Vacant
XZM[[WٻKMZ(
peterborough.camra.org.uk

Treasurer: Paul Beecham
! 
 !
treasurer@
peterborough.camra.org.uk

+QLMZ7ٻKMZ")VLa;\WVM
  !!!
cider@
peterborough.camra.org.uk

Vice Chair: Dave Murray

vice-chair@
peterborough.camra.org.uk
BAE Editor: Alun Thomas
  
bae-editor@
peterborough.camra.org.uk
Social Sec: James Sheppard

 !
social-sec@
peterborough.camra.org.uk

Young Members:
Ryan Murray
young-members@
peterborough.camra.org.uk
Membership: Karen Quinn
membership@
peterborough.camra.org.uk
Festival Org: Mike Lane
 
festival-organiser@
peterborough.camra.org.uk
4WK)TM7ٻKMZ"5IZS?ZWM
!!
locale@
peterborough.camra.org.uk

Brewery Liaison
Ofﬁcers
Bexar County Brewery:
Dave Botton

Blue Bell: Sarah Finney
bluebell-blo@
peterborough.camra.org.uk
Castor Ales: Mike Lane
 
,QOÅMTL",I^M?ITTMZ
 !
Elgood’s: James Sheppard

 !

Melbourn: Don Rudd
 
Mile Tree Brewery:
Steve Williams

Nene Valley: Bill Taylor
! 
Oakham Ales: Dave Allett
!
Rocket Ales: Don Rudd
 
Sneaky Peacock: Don Rudd
 
Tydd Steam: Dickie Bird

!! !
Xtreme Ales: Mark Wroe

!!
xtreme-blo@
peterborough.camra.org.uk

Trading
Standards
 
www.consumerdirect.gov.uk

Hopshackle:
Jonathan House

3QVO[+TQٺM*ZM_MZa"
Don Rudd
 

Check out our website at:
www.real-ale.org.uk

Pub Merit Awards & Gold Awards
,WM[aW]ZX]JPI^MM`KMTTMV\JMMZNZQMVLTa[\IٺIOZMI\I\UW[XPMZMKWUU]VQ\a[XQZQ\WZPI^M\PMaQV\ZWL]KML
ILLQ\QWVITPIVLX]UX['1N [WVWUQVI\M\PMUNWZIVI_IZL/WTL)_IZL[IZMNWZX]J[\PI\UISMM`KMX\QWVITMٺWZ\[
to improve. The Merit Awards is for pubs that continue to maintain high standards. If you know of a deserving pub
within the branch area, please complete the form below indicating Gold or Merit and post to the secretary or email
nominations to info@real-ale.org.uk

Pub name:
Pub address/town/village:
Reason for award:
Your name:
Your phone number or e-mail address:
Your membership number:
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